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Abstract: Montenegro is a land of great history which needs attention and care for a deeper knowledge
and its making at the disposal of new generations. It is still a territory to be discovered, studied,
and disclosed. It is important to understand how much hidden heritage there is still in this area
to explore and exploit, but on the other hand, how much known heritage exists to protect and
monitor, preventing its destruction and loss. In this context, Montenegro is heavily investing in
the management of cultural heritage through initiatives for identification, protection, preservation,
enhancement and fruition of them. In the frame of the knowledge, the use of non-destructive
geophysical methods can be helpful for a cognitive investigation immediately in the bud of any
archaeological verification project, safeguarded through preventive archaeology operations and
the exploration of large areas within archaeological parks. In this paper, the results of geophysical
prospections at the Hellenistic-Illyrian site of Mjace, the roman towns of Doclea and Municipium S,
the medieval city of Svač, and the Stećci medieval tombstones graveyards of Novakovići, Žugića, and
Plužine are presented. The study allowed the reconnaissance of new buried structures in the soil and
has provided an updated view of the rich archaeological heritage of Montenegro.

Keywords: Montenegro; archaeological heritage; ground penetrating radar; electrical
resistivity tomography

1. Introduction

Traces of human presence in Montenegro date back to the prehistoric period, which are attested in
the archaeological sites of Bioče, Crvena stijena and Mališina stijena (Middle Palaeolithic), Crvena stijena,
Mališina stijena, Medena stijena and Trebački krš (Upper Palaeolithic), Odmut and Vruća pećina
(Mesolithic), Bijelog Polja, Doganje, Beran, and Trnje (Neolithic) [1–13].

The Illyrian tribes represent the first populations that inhabited Montenegro between the fifth and
the second century before Christ [14]. After them, the territory became part of the Roman Empire, in the
province of Prevalitania, and the inhabited centres of Doclea, Municipium S, Ulcinj, Budva, Risan and
Meteon were formed [15]. Over the centuries, the Roman Empire gradually declined and the Balkans were
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included in the Byzantine Empire, the limits of which were occupied by the Slavs in the middle of the sixth
century who initiated a long process of Christianization until the tenth century. After this period, complex
events affected the territory that was conquered in the centuries by Serbs, Turks, Venetians and Ottomans.

The complex history of Montenegro is reflected in a large number of movable and immovable
cultural goods distributed throughout the territory, which are an invaluable source of the cultural identity
of the Montenegrin population. The public institution Centre for Conservation and Archaeology of
Montenegro (Centar za konzervaciju i arheologiju Crne Gore) has the central purpose of researching,
protecting, and presenting archaeological findings. The archaeological division is performing different
short and long-term archaeological research programs through terrestrial and underwater archaeological
investigations (terrain reconnaissance, systematic archaeological excavation, archaeological survey by
non-destructive methods, and other investigations) with the purpose to develop an updated archaeological
map of Montenegro. These designing studies are fundamental for the protection of cultural property, the
development of management plans and the marking of cultural property. In the frame of these activities,
from 2016 to present, a fruitful collaboration between the Ministry of Culture of Montenegro, the Institute
of Technology Applied to Cultural Heritage (now recalled Institute of Heritage Sciences, National Council
of Researches of Italy) and the University of Molise led to undertake significant actions of intervention for
the knowledge of the archaeological heritage. The aim was to improve and implement data regarding
the hidden cultural heritage through the application of non-invasive diagnosis in the Hellenistic- Illyrian
site of Mjace, the roman towns of Doclea and Municipium S, the medieval city of Svač and the Stećci
medieval tombstones graveyards of Novakovići, Žugića and Plužine (inscribed on the World Heritage List
in 2016) (Figure 1). The results allowed for the successful management of them in terms of identification,
protection, preservation, enhancement, fruition, and transmission to future generations.
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2. Materials and Methods

The research followed a multidisciplinary approach in which geophysicists and archaeologists
operated in full synergy, calibrating the procedures of intervention and taking into account all the
needs of the study. The collaboration and the continuous flow of information between researchers of
different disciplines guaranteed a constant exchange of ideas and results.

In a first step, for each analysed archaeological site, a detailed bibliographic and documentary
collection of the edited material was realized selecting information such as archaeological data
(excavation data, archaeological plans and maps), architectural data (construction techniques, reliefs,
census of known architectural remains), geological data (reports relating to soil analysis, geophysical
surveys, geo-archaeological investigations). All data were organized in a computerized archive,
supporting and integrating the existing ones.

The planning of geophysical prospections were prepared in accordance with the archaeologists,
assuming the type, size and depth of the probable findings in the subsurface and considering the
logistics of the survey area and the nature of the subsoil in order to define the best strategy for the
study of a particular area.

Many non-invasive geophysical methods can give useful information useful for the reconnaissance
of buried structures, such as the magnetic method [16–18], the electromagnetic induction methods [19–21],
the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) [22–27], the ground penetrating radar (GPR) [28–31],
the gravitational surveying [32–34], the self-potential (SP) method, [35,36] and seismic methods [37,38].

It is not easy to define the most appropriate methodology for any archaeological problem,
as different methodologies cannot give the same result considering the environmental noise of the
study area, the physical properties of soils, and anthropic remains. Considering the differences in
the operating principles, the instruments available for measurements, the type of responses expected,
the applicability fields of the various geophysical survey techniques and the objects of the research,
the ERT and GPR methods were implemented in this work.

ERT was successfully applied for archaeological investigations [39–43]. The parameter on which it
is based, the electrical resistivity, allows for the recognition of common archaeological structures as the
presence of accumulated tiles, stonewalls, building foundations, or cavities immersed in a conductive
hosting soil are usually attested to by high resistivity values.

GPR is the near surface technique that has obtained a favourable consensus among archaeologists
thanks to its ability to detect a broad range of buried targets in fast way and with an optimal
resolution [28,29,44–49].

Once the geophysical technique was selected, the choice of a particular instrument was decided
taking into account the need of a fast survey on different soils and, in some cases, uneven terrains.
For ERT prospections, the portable ELMES ADD-01 resistivity meter was used for data acquisition. It is
an alternating current geoelectrical array in which two probes are used to inject a current in the range of
1 to 400 mA with a frequency selectable between 8 and 33 Hz. The potential drops are taken across a
receiving dipole. For GPR surveys, the RIS K2 Georadar (IDS GeoRadar s.r.l., Pisa, Italy), equipped with a
multi-frequency TRMF (time-reversal matched filter) antenna (600–200 MHz), was used for data collection.

In each case study, for both survey methods, the following features were carefully evaluated
during data acquisition and processing:

• The optimal setup parameters for the execution of measurements (e.g., for ERT: electrode array,
electrode separation, averaging of measures, succession of measures; e.g., for GPR: antenna
frequency, vertical scale definition, time zero definition, samples for radar scan, sampling
frequency, time window, trace staking, stacking time).

• The procedure for carrying out the survey (spacing between profiles, type of sampling, direction of
transects, range of sampling, grid configuration, size of areas).

• The type of standard data processing (e.g., for ERT: algorithms of inversion; e.g., for GPR:
band pass filters, gain control, background removal filters, F-K filtering, deconvolution, migration,
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data inversion techniques). ERT data were processed using the probability-based electrical
resistivity tomography inversion [50] that, as proven in previous applications [26,49,51–54], is a
convenient method to delineate geometrically the most probable anomalies into the ground.
GPR data were processed using the IdsGred [55] and GPR-SLICE 7.0 software [56]. Standard
methodological approaches were used: data conversion at the same time adding a gain with
time; time-zero correction to designate the starting point of the wave and the center frequency of
the antenna; band pass filtering to reduce noise from oscillating components that had a regular
frequency cycle in the frequency domain; background removal to remove striations noises that
occurred at the same time; correction with an automatic gain function applied to each trace based
on the difference between the mean amplitude of the signal in the time window and the maximum
amplitude of the trace.

• The methods of representation of results and the type of outputs.

3. Study Areas

Seven study areas were selected for this research: the Hellenistic-Illyrian site of Mjace, the roman
towns of Doclea and Municipium S, the medieval city of Svač and the Stecci medieval tombstones
graveyards of Novakovići, Žugića and Plužine (Figure 1). The choice of sites was made on the basis of a
long-term archaeological research program managed by the Centre for Conservation and Archaeology
of Montenegro which is providing targeted actions on archaeological sites present throughout the
territory. In particular, quite heterogeneous case studies were considered taking into account their
dating (from the Hellenistic-Illyrian period to the medieval period), the type of site (necropolis, cities
and individual buildings), the typology of supposed remains buried underground (tombs, walls of
buildings, roads, etc.) and the geological and environmental context. In every case, geophysical
prospections were realized in the proximity of well-known archaeological structures identified from
test trenching, or in areas with a high archaeological potential.

3.1. The Hellenistic-Hyllirian Fortification of Mjace

Mjace is located in the area of Skadar Lake (Figure 1), a place that always provided good living
conditions as attested by numerous archaeological traces discovered in the valley: the prehistoric caves
of Vezačka and Dujevska; the prehistoric tumulus of Debele, Palićeva, Gornji Vukovci, Odžina glavica,
Vuksan Lekići; the urban settlements of Djuteza, Ponari, Samobor, Oblun, Livari, Besac; the enstablished
agglomeration of Stari Mataguži; the medieval necropolises of Šinđon, Mijela, Plavnice and Grabe;
churches and monasteries as Sv. Luke, Nikoljcrkve, Sv. Petke, Trojice, Skupo, Jekse, Manastira
Ćelije, Koma, Presvete Krajinske, Starčeva, Moračnika; fortifications as Lesendro, Grmožur, Tophala,
Kulica and Balšinog [57]. Considering the importance of this region with its heterogeneous content, in
2017, an archaeological survey started at Mjace (Figures 2a and 3), in Mataguzi, taking up an excavation
realized in the 1980s led to very significant results [58]. This location reopened the search for a possible
centre of the Illyrian state of Donja Zeta, built by Illyri Labeati, on toponymic and linguistic suggestions
and the accuracy of data from historical sources [59].

Although in 1961 Mjace was entered in the Register of Cultural Property as an individual site,
it must be mentioned that it could be part of a unique settlement, the densely populated Starih
Mataguža including locations on the route from Donjeg Gostilja to Huma, as attested to by numerous
material remains from the period IV-I B.C. It should be borne in mind that such a large settlement must
have had its necropolis, confirmed in Veljim Ledinama in Gostilju [60], which, with representative and
moving findings, speaks of Labeats as merchants and warriors, rather than farmers [61].

Throughout the Illyrian period, settlements were erected on the heights and highlands, which are
near and around the perimeter of the Scutari plain such as the hill forts of Oblun, Samobor, Livari,
Besac, Stara Gradina, Djuteza and Medun. Mjace, which was the subject of recent research, is a fortified
settlement in the plain, unique in this respect, and for now it is represented by the remains of an
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Illyrian-Hellenistic fortification that is made up of dry structures of blocks of larger stones (megaliths),
deposited in the so-called cyclopic technique (Figure 2b).

The base of a square tower was found, about 10 × 10 m. It was built with pieces of stone stacked
and worked in an irregular way, width 1.80–2.20 m, on which seven enormous blocks of stone are
preserved: four along the north eastern direction (in situ), two along the northwestern direction
(in situ), and one dislocated and adjacent to the foundation area on the south eastern side of the
tower foundation. The block sizes are different and range from max 1.80 × 0.95 × 0.60 to a min
0.94 × 0.76 × 0.60 m. The processing of stone squares is irregular. The external face has a more careful
and faceted sculpture with well-worked joints and bearings, while the inner faces are much rougher.
The Mjace fortification system is built in a planned and correct geometric conception of angles and
directions. The discovery of a part of the ramparts towards west, about 120 m long and 40 m eastwards
from the investigated tower, supports this statement.

The archaeological investigation was also preceded by a geophysical survey, in accordance with the
possibilities provided by the site itself, in the sense that the ground was covered by dense vegetation
(Figure 2a), in neglected and impractical conditions. In this way, the GPR investigations concerned an area
in the southern and eastern parts of the tower. Ninety-six profiles, spaced 0.5 m, were acquired in direction
ESE-WNW. Radar reflections on each line were recorded at 25 scan s-1 (1 scan approximately corresponds
to 0.025 m) as 16-bit data and 512 samples per radar scan. The three-dimensional matrix of averaged
square wave amplitudes of the return reflection was then used to extract time slices for time windows
equal to 4 ns with an overlap of 1–2 ns. Data were gridded using the inverse distance algorithm, which
includes a search for all data within a fixed radius of 0.75 m of the desired point to be interpolated on the
grid and a smoothing factor of two. The grid cell size was set to 0.01 m to produce high-resolution images.
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Figure 4a shows the most superficial time slices in the range 0–18 ns. The maps of amplitude put
in evidence a situation of complete uniformity except for some high spots (with amplitudes major
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than 3000) with an irregular shape in the northern corner of the investigated area. The opening of a
2 × 8 m excavation test (Figure 4b,c) by the Centre for Conservation and Archaeology of Montenegro
brought to light at that point an agglomeration of small stones and broken bricks. It was interpreted
as the probable superstructure of the foundation. The absence of high values for the amplitude of
electromagnetic signals elsewhere, despite disappointing expectations, allowed for direct checks to be
concentrated only in the points promising truly profitable results from an archaeological point of view.
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3.2. The Rroman Town of Doclea

The Roman city of Doclea is located close to Podgorica, the modern capital of Montenegro, on a
flat lowland where the river Zeta joins the river Morača (Figure 5). It was an important urban centre in
the Roman province of Dalmatia (I-III century A.D.) and the capital of the province of Praevalitana
(II-V A.D.). It was probably abandoned during the fourth century when the Christian churches in
the southern sectors were still in use. Later the city was siege of an Episcope but, until now, no trace
of the late antique/early medieval town was found, with the exception of the three churches already
referred to [62]. Though naturally protected by rivers that surround the city on three sides with deep
and wide riverbeds, its urban area that covers an area of 25.4 hectares was also fortified with strong
walls [63]. While the part of the perimeter that bounds the rivers was constructed with not very
massive walls, the north western, northern, and north eastern parts of Doclea were fortified with
vertical walls, 2.20–3.70 m wide, with rectangular towers on them.
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The first archaeological excavations began between the end of the 19th century and the first twenty
years of the twentieth century [64–66]. The main buildings in the centre of the Roman city (cardo and
decumanus, the thermaes, the civil basilica, the capitolium, the temples and some private houses
shown in Figures 5 and 6) as well as three medieval churches were brought to light.
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Recently the Centre for Archaeological Research of Montenegro, the Museum of Podgorica and
different international Universities and Centres of Research restarted research activities [67–74].

Since 2016, an extensive GPR survey was conducted at the archaeological site of Doclea [75] partly
overlapping the areas between the capitolium and the northern walls investigated in 2007 through
magnetometry [69]. A detailed comparison of results reached by the two research groups was debated
in the most recent work [75].

To date, an area of 32,615 m2 was investigated through 1057 profiles of variable length spaced
1 m apart. The acquisition grids were adapted from time to time to the available spaces, taking into
account the presence of natural or anthropic obstacles and structures already excavated. During data
processing, time slices were produced for time windows equal to 4 ns with an overlap of 1 or 2 ns.

For the sake of brevity, Figures 7–9 show only the sequences of three examples of slices processed
at various time windows, respectively for the southern areas of the private house and the temple
of Diana and the northern zone of the capitolium (1–3 in Figure 10). The maps show a very clear
regular distribution of amplitudes of the electromagnetic signal, especially in the time range 14–21 ns.
Square shapes and linear traces suggest the presence of archaeological structures buried in the subsoil
with a good degree of certainty.
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The colour scale indicates the measured variation of the amplitude of the electromagnetic signal.

Figure 10 reports the uploaded results of investigation respect previous works [75] with the new
and unpublished data obtained in the eastern part of the thermae (A in Figure 10) and around the
medieval churches (B and C in Figure 10). The map reports the time slice relative to the time window
of 14–18 ns. Here, an interpretation of results is attempted and the plan of probable buried walls is
given (Figure 10b,c).
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In general, apart from few disturbances due to the presence of modern paths, the plan highlights
numerous traces of possible structures oriented according to the urban scheme known so far.
The direction of the detected geophysical features is mainly WNW-ESE and NNE-SWS.
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Different linear patterns of high amplitudes, parallel and perpendicular to the decumanus, can be
associated with probable roads (anomalies G1–G16 in Figure 10c). They define the division of the city
into insulae (59 × 59 m) in unknown points such as between the private house and the temple of Diana,
in the northern and eastern areas of the capitolium and in the eastern area of the thermae. The latter
area highlighted very regular highs of amplitudes and a square anomaly is well defined.

As outlined in [75], some irregularities in the urban scheme stand out. In particular, in the northern
sector, the road curves towards the northern gate (G15 and G16 anomalies in Figure 10c), departing
from the regular pattern visible in the south (G9–G13 in Figure 10c), and to the west of the churches,
the identified pattern of streets gives a block width 75 m.

In the western area of the medieval churches, high amplitude values (in green in Figure 10b,
Figure 11) are sparser and their distribution changes direction in the space (NNW-SES, WSW-ENE)
with respect to the other areas. This may prove that, near the limits of the wall circuit and far from
the public area, the concentration of buildings could have been lower. In 2018, an excavation proved
the existence of a wall dated to the second century in the exact location expected by the geophysical
investigation (Figure 11).

Particularly noteworthy are the results obtained near the thermae where several rooms of the
building, an open central space (a probable courtyard) and some hypothetical column bases on the
southern border of the decumanus are clearly recognizable (Figure 12a). In 2019, the Centre for
Conservation and Archaeology of Montenegro conduced an excavation orthogonal to the decumanus.
The test proved the presence of a base of column in correspondence of the eastern high amplitude spot
laying on the southern border of the road (Figure 12b).

Works are still proceeding with the aim to produce a full map of the hidden structures inside the
walls of the city. This research can be useful as well as to reach a complete knowledge of the site also
for the protection and the development of management plans of the archaeological area.
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3.3. The Roman Town of Municipium S

Municipium S is, in addition to Risinium and Doclea, one of the most important urban centres
of Roman age in the southeast part of the province of Dalmatia. The name of this ancient place is
unknown. It is believed that the abbreviation “S” in an inscription refers to the name of the municipium,
although any other inscription does not prove it. The Roman city existed from the 1st to the 4th
centuries A.D. which the findings from epigraphic monuments attest to.

In two areas of necropolis, about 700 burials with stone grave stelae, many of which bear
inscriptions, were excavated. The tombs, mentioned by Arthur Evans in the mid-1800s [76], were studied
between 1964 and 1975 by the University of Belgrade [77–80]. The discovery of a large quantity of
pottery probably produced locally has led to the hypothesis of the existence of a ceramic workshop in
Municipium S as testified by the discovery of mortars and bricks [81]. The most valuable finding is a
glass vase, a rare example of diatretum, locked in a decorative cage produced by an important Cologne
workshop and dated to the fourth century A.D.

There is no information, however, on the public, administrative and residential centre of the
Roman city. The size and the urban conception, the location of its ramparts, gates and routes of access
roads are a great concern to this day, since only a small urban area was covered by archaeological
research so far in 2007 and 2008. Two large residential complexes in a rather peripheral area of the city
came to light, one with a hypocaust (1 and 2 in Figure 13). In the same area, an apsidal building has
emerged which houses three altars with inscriptions (3 in Figure 13). The excavation of this building
is still ongoing by the Centre for Conservation and Archaeology of Montenegro. All these were the
reasons to enter the project with the intention of wider prospecting and defining the spatial boundaries
of this significant ancient site.

In order to defining the spatial boundaries of the city, in addition to archaeological excavation,
geophysical surveys were conducted using the ERT survey in four areas (A–D in Figure 13).

During data acquisition, an axial dipole-dipole array was implemented with the two dipoles, 1 m
long, placed at a step of 1 m along each profile acquiring apparent resistivity data at a pseudo depth of
1 m. In any case, lines were equally spaced at 1 m in the grids.

Areas A and B were surveyed implementing respectively 53 and 42 parallel profiles, 56 m
long, and about 4400 data were acquired in the NNW-SES direction. Area C was surveyed through
18 profiles, 33 m long, collecting a data set of 560 apparent resistivity values while Area D was analyzed
implementing profiles with different lengths and about 1200 data were measured.

The imaged resistivity map relative to 1 m in depth puts in evidence different regular pattern
of resistivity highs that can be attributed to buried archaeological findings (Figure 13). Areas A, B,
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and C highlight a complex system of structures of which are shown in same cases the internal divisions.
They appear to be aligned to the few element extracted by previous archaeological digging (1 and 2 in
Figure 13).

Results in Area D, very close to the essay in progress, shows the individuation of the closing wall
of the building in the northern sector and, above all, the discrimination of a new edifice in the western
side of the investigated area about 10 long and 7 m wide (Figure 14). Two rooms of it are precisely
drawn by the distribution of high values of resistivity.
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3.4. The Roman Town of Svač

The medieval town of Svač is located 20 km northeast of Ulcinj, on one of the reefs of Šasko Hill.
According to a legend, Svač owned as many churches as the number of days in a year, however today
many of them are in ruins and only eight have survived. The city was organized in the upper town,
the suburbs and the southern part according to the spatial disposition (Figure 15). Remaining buildings
are in very bad state: cracked, demolished, and overgrown with plants (Figure 16) [82].

The settlement started to form in prehistory but according to visible remains of public, private and
sacral buildings, the biggest part of the town belong to medieval period. It was mentioned for the first
time as an episcopal place in 763 and in 1089 when it was enlisted under Bar Archbishopric [83–85].
In 1242, Mongolians demolished it and, in the second half of the eighteenth century, Queen Jelena
Anzujska restored the devastated town [82]. It began to deteriorate far long before the arrival of the
Turks in 1571 [82].

An archaeological excavation carried out during 2012 led to the identification of a large structure
of dimensions 40 × 32 × 45 m, a probable palisade wall that covers a post monastery cemetery [82].
On the north part, the structure is about 7 m narrower, which gives impression that it has a mild
trapezoidal shape (4 in Figure 15).

In order to add elements to understand the structure, 73 parallel electrical resistivity profiles were
measured with an electrode spacing equal to 1 m inside the partially excavated building. About 3000
apparent resistivity values were acquired at a pseudo depth of 1 m.
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Figure 15. Svač: the upper town plan modified by [82] (a), buildings 1, 2, 3 reported in Figure 16 and
the surveyed area (4) on a Satellite image of Google EarthTM (b).

A high-resolution orthomosaic was used as base on which overlap geophysical results. 195 images
acquired by drone were automatically oriented in a state-of-the-art structure from motion (SfM)
software application (Agisoft Metashape) [86,87].

Figure 17 shows the imaged resistivity maps relative to 1 m in depth for the surveyed area.
In Figure 17a, a graphical representation was realized using a colour scale according to which the
subsoil zones with lower resistivity are displayed through the shades of blue, on the contrary with
shades of red the areas with greater resistivity are represented. The existence of conductive areas,
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as in the central and northern part of the structure, depicts a non-vanishing probability to find ancient
remains as it could potentially represent depressions and anthropic cavities filled with sediment or
traces of burial pits. In Figure 17b, low resistivity values were coloured with a uniformed green
shade in order to put in evidence resistive targets that can be attributable to potential remains of built
structures. The main features are signed using dot lines.

Resistivity highs (A) were individuated in the eastern part of the known archaeological structure
and their distribution is perpendicular to its main wall (wall 1). The resistive alignment is 23 m long
(since its end was not detected, it probably develops further outside the investigated area) and 4 m wide.

The resistive feature B, partially detected, is 4 m large and it is perpendicular to the alignment A.
Two low resistivity areas (C and D) are present between the regular patterns A and B and they could
represent empty spaces.

The resistive alignment E flanks wall 1 and it is perpendicular to A. To the south and east of E
and A, several consistent patterns of resistivity highs form right angles between them. Some of them
include the resistivity lows F.

The aligned high resistivity values G have a clearly square shape with the north-south side about
6 m long. They are divided by the presence of wall 1 in the centre.

Resistivity highs (H) lie in the corner between wall 1 and wall 2. The resistivity features I are
parallel to A and perpendicular to the wall 1. The resistivity lows J are flanked on three sides by regular
anomalies. Resistivity highs K and L represent the probable continuation of the partially small walls
perpendicular to wall 3. The same situation is found to the west of wall 3 (N). Resistivity highs M are
perpendicular to wall 3.

Given the regularity of the detected features, it is plausible to hypothesize that they correspond to
sections of walls still buried into the soil. Some anomalies seem to form small rooms.
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3.5. Stećci of Novakovići, Žugića and Plužine

Stećci are monumental medieval monolithic tombstones that are exclusive testimony of the
culture of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro. Their location is limited to the
territory included between the Sava River (north), the Adriatic coast (south), Lika in Croatia (west)
and Serbia (east). Recognizing their outstanding universal value, a selection of 4000 tombs at 28 sites
was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List on 15 July 2016 [88]. Stećci first appeared in the
second half of the twelfth century and they were realized until the sixteenth century.

There are three necropolises in Montenegro: Novakovići and Žugića in the Durmitor National
Park, and Plužine in the hamlet of Zagrađe in the northwest part of the country.

The necropolis of Plužine is represented by stećci that belong to the type of chests or slabs and they
are mostly undecorated. The biggest tombstone (Figure 18a) contains an inscription that is particularly
important in terms of historic data because it mentions kristijanin (Christian) Petko, who lived in the
town of Soko during the time of the Duke Stjepan Kosača in the early fourteenth century.

Stećci of Novakovići are located on the top of a hill and extends on a surface of about 500 m2

(Figure 19a). The 49 tombs are east west oriented and 22 of them are decorated with arcades, twisted
bands, friezes, frames, edgings with parallel slanting tiny lines, twining vines with spirals, trefoils,
garlands, or palmettes (Figure 19b).

Stećci of Žugića (Figure 20) is situated around 2230 m to the northeast of the Stećci of Novakovići.
300 stećci are regularly organized in east-west rows and the most fine decorated are located in the
middle of the necropolis. The tombstones belong to different typologies: slabs (10), chests (50), gabled
roof tombstones (10) and amorphous blocks (230). Further, 23 of them are decorated with motifs such
as bands, frames and edgings with slanting tiny lines, plain and twisted bands, plain and stylized
crosses and bows with arrows. There are few cases of arcades, twining vines with trefoils, concentric
circles connected with a ribbon, rosettes, crescents, swords, and shields.

The necropolises with stećci have not been subject to archaeological excavations and investigation
and recently they are going to be treated by applying conservation and restoration procedures.

Electrical resistivity surveys were realized with the aim to understand the presence of tombs
still buried into the subsoil enhancing the knowledge of the necropolis. At Plužine, 12 profiles
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were acquired collecting about 350 apparent resistivity values. At Novakovići, the survey employed
16 profiles reaching a data set of 670 apparent resistivity values. At Žugića, 60 lines were investigated
and 2700 data point were collected. In any case, lines were equally spaced at 1 m in the grids.

Figures 21–23 show the modelled resistivity maps relative to 1 m in depth for the three
archaeological sites. At the left of the Figures 21 and 22, the graphical representations were realized
using a colour scale according to which the subsoil zones with lower resistivity are visualized through
the shades of blue, while in contrast to more resistive zones correspond to colours with gradations
towards red. At the right of the figures, low resistivity values were made transparent in order to better
highlight the highly resistive values. The resistive nuclei could be ascribed to probable tombs buried
into the subsoil and they are all located in spaces devoid of visible burials on the surface.

Figure 23 shows the resistivity map at the necropolis of Plužine where the nuclei that could be
ascribed to probable tombs are signed with black crosses.
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Figure 23. Stećci of Plužine: electrical resistivity map relative to 1 m in depth with indication of
probable buried gravestones.

4. Conclusions

The study has shown the results of the application of non-destructive geophysical prospections in
different archaeological contests, each one with peculiar features considering the nature of the soil, the
logistic of the area, the type and size of the probable findings in the subsurface (walls, tombs, road,
structures, etc.). The selected case studies were variable also considering the age they belong that
varies from the Hellenistic- Illyrian period to the Medieval Age.

In any case, a good knowledge of archaeological sites was reached that was useful for the planning
of archaeological excavations or for the preventive safeguard projects.
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As regards the site of Mjace, the GPR survey allowed to border the extension of the cyclopean
construction targeting in a precise way the archaeological verifications that proved the presence of the
superstructure of foundation of the tower in correspondence of highs of amplitude of electromagnetic
signals. Elsewhere, the negative result, namely the absence of anomalies, must be interpreted in any
way as important data with respect to knowledge of the site, restricting future direct investigations to
more profitable points.

The extensive GPR survey at the roman city of Doclea provided valuable results highlighting
numerous traces of possible structures oriented according to the urban scheme known so far.
In particular, new buried buildings were in some cases perfectly drawn, the viability and the
division in insulae were clarified, and anomalies in the regular layout of the city were detected in
the southern part of the northern walls and around the medieval churches. The comparison between
the hypothesized buried features through geophysical data and the excavated structures in two
trenches has demonstrated the perfect correspondence between the expected result and the real found
ancient elements. Such a large-scale map of the archaeological site represents a great advantage
in terms of conservation and enhancement of it, since all the necessary elements are provided to
prepare interventions that avoid or minimize the impact with areas of high archaeological potential.
Furthermore, not involving intensive mechanical work, such research did not endanger the structures
that were intended to localize and minimized the use of expensive and laborious, as well as intrusive,
methods such as drilling and digging trenches, albeit with a higher cognitive degree.

The Municipium S site still reserves many doubts about the public, administrative and residential
centre of the roman city as few and fragmented studies are available today. The ERT survey
provided details which, although limited to restricted areas, confirm the great potential resource of the
archaeological area, with useful data for planning future excavations and better understanding the
little-known site. In terms of preventive conservation, these results represent the basis for undertaking
protective restrictions in the processing and alteration of soils.

The survey at the archaeological site of Svač provide useful results regarding the internal
division of the analysed structure, providing a detailed location of the most probable buried walls.
Future archaeological verifications may be planned in detail for points where direct investigation could
be advantageous and profitable.

The necropolises with Stećci of Novakovići, Žugića, and Plužine have not been subject to
archaeological excavations and investigation until now. The geophysical prospections at the sites
provided the position of new unknown probable tombs into the soil. This information, applied to
conservation and restoration procedures, can be useful for future research activities. In general, this
study offered an enrichment of the knowledge of the studied areas and supplied an updated view of
the rich archaeological heritage of Montenegro.
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